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This matter arises out of a complaint from an individual who had applied for a job within

government. The Department of Human Resources advised him that he did not have

the necessary qualifications and he would not, therefore, be receiving an offer. 

Notwithstanding this revelation, however, a Human Resources Officer, contacted his

references for the purpose of doing a reference check. He considered this to be an

unreasonable invasion of his privacy.

THE PUBLIC BODY’S RESPONSE

The Department of Human Resources indicates that there were actually two

competitions run for the position on which the Complainant applied. When the first

competition was advertised, the screening criteria for the position was specific

certification, 3 years experience in the technical field, previous supervisory experience

and a valid class 5 driver’s licence. When screening was done, it was determined that

none of the applicants met the 3 years experience requirement. The competition was

cancelled and the position re-advertised with a requirement for 2 years experience. Only

one candidate (not the Complainant) met the screening criteria and was invited to an

interview. The Complainant was advised that he did not meet the screening criteria and

was advised of his right to appeal the decision not to consider his application further.

The Complainant did, in fact, appeal his exclusion. After the appeal went to hearing, the

Staff Reviewing Officer recommended that the competition be re-started from the

screening stage and that the Complainant be interviewed. The interviews were

conducted and included the Complainant. During the interview process, the candidates

were both asked to provide their references and the Complainant complied with that

request.



During the interview process, questions were raised by the selection committee

surrounding the interpretation of a particular hiring policy as it related to the two

candidates and they referred their question to the Corporate Services Unit. While the

consultation was taking place, the Human Resources Officer on the file completed the

reference checks in order to save time (by this time there had already been

considerable delay in filling the position). She was going on annual leave and wanted to

make sure that the reference checks were done before she left so as to prevent further

delay. In fact, an offer was made to the alternate candidate while the Human Resources

Officer was away on her leave.

The public body admits that the normal practice is to check only the references of the

person to whom they plan to offer the job. This is, apparently, common knowledge with

the Department and among those who go through the staffing process and is outlined in

their reference check policy. In this case, they also admit that the Human Resources

Officer did, in fact, make an error in contacting the Complainant’s references prior to

being identified as the successful candidate for the job. They say, however, that the act

was done without malice “in an attempt to expedite the process”. The matter has been

reviewed with the Human Resources Officer involved so that she is fully aware of the

proper steps in the reference check procedure.

THE COMPLAINANT’S RESPONSE

The Complainant maintains that, even though he appealed the original decision not to

interview him, both he and the Department knew, going into the interview, that he was

not going to be offered the position. He also suggested that the Department did not

follow its own policy manual, which states that references are to be checked only after

the preferred candidate has been chosen. That did not happen in this instance.

DISCUSSION

In this case, there are two issues.   



1. Did the public body “use” the personal information of the Complainant (the list of

references provided by him) contrary to the Access to Information and Protection

of Privacy Act; and 

2. Did the public body improperly collect personal information about the

Complainant when they checked his reference?

Sections 40, 43 and 48 of the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act set

out the circumstances in which personal information can be collected, used or disclosed

by a public body. The relevant portions of those sections are as follows:

40. No personal information may be collected by or for a public body

unless

(a) the collection of the information is expressly authorized by

an enactment;

....

(c) the information relates directly to and is necessary for

(i) an existing program or activity of the public body, or

(ii) a proposed program or activity where collection of the

information has been authorized by the head with the

approval of the Executive Council.

43. A public body may use personal information only

(a) for the purpose for which the information was collected or

compiled, or for a use consistent with that purpose;

(b) if the individual the information is about has identified the

information and consented, in the prescribed manner, to the

use; or

(c) for a purpose for which the information may be disclosed to

that public body under Division C of this Part.



48. A public body may disclose personal information

(a) for the purpose for which the information was collected or

compiled or for a use consistent with that purpose;

(b) where the individual the information relates to has identified

the information and consented, in the prescribed manner, to

its disclosure; 

....

(g) for the purpose of hiring, managing or administering

personnel of the Government of the Northwest Territories or

a public body;

...

Use/Disclosure

In this case, the public body “used” the Complainant’s personal information when they

contacted the individuals he named as references. They “disclosed” his personal

information to those individuals when they advised them that the Complainant was

being considered for a government position. While he consented, by implication, to the

use and the disclosure of his information in this fashion, that consent was given on the

understanding that the references would only be checked in the event that he was being

offered the job. There was, in these circumstances, therefore, no consent. The use and

disclosure was not, therefore, in accordance with the Access to Information and

Protection of Privacy Act.

Collection

Similarly, the Complainant consented to the collection of personal information about

himself from the individuals he named as his references when he gave those names to

the public body after the interview. Again, however, his consent was limited to the

references being checked only if he was identified as the best candidate for the job.   



The public body in this case admits that the collection of the Complainant’s personal

information in this situation was not in accordance with their normal procedures or the

law.   

This collection, use and disclosure of the Complainant’s personal information may have

been inadvertent, and it is possible that no harm was done to the Complainant as a

result. It is, however, also possible, that this situation could have had significant

consequences for the Complainant. Perhaps he hadn’t told his current employer that he

was seeking other employment, and had no intention of disclosing that piece of

information unless it was fairly certain that he was going to be offered the new position

because he knew or was concerned that it might affect his relationship with his current

employer. While in the larger scheme of things this might not appear to be a big issue

for the Department of Human Resources, it was clearly a big issue for the Complainant. 

By calling the references, the public body disclosed to those individuals that the

Complainant was seeking alternate employment, even though they had not yet

identified him as the preferred candidate for that job. Furthermore, the public body now

holds personal information about the Complainant which was collected contrary to law. 

I have no reason to believe that the Human Resources Officer who undertook the

reference check did so for any malicious purpose. In fact, it appears that she was trying

to be efficient and to get the job done, knowing that she was going to be away from her

office. Notwithstanding the HR Officer’s good intent, the intent behind the action is not

an excuse or a justification. The only issue is whether or not the information was

collected, used or disclosed in accordance with the law.  

RECOMMENDATIONS

I conclude that, in the circumstances of this case, the public body improperly collected,

used and disclosed personal information about the Complainant. I make the following

recommendations:

a) that an apology be made directly to the Complainant;



b) that any information collected by the public body as a result of the

reference checks be destroyed and that the Complainant be given

confirmation that this has been done;

c) that the Department of Human Resources review and clarify it’s written

policy with respect to reference checks to clarify when reference checks

can/should be conducted and to ensure that candidates for employment

are clearly aware of when and in what circumstances those references will

be checked. I note that paragraph 9 under the heading “Guidelines”

should be reviewed so as to be consistent with the access provisions of

the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act . I would also 

suggest that paragraph 15 under the heading “Guidelines” creates

concerns under the Act unless individuals are advised, in advance, that

their references will be retained and can be used for the purposes of other

job competitions applied for any time within those six months and consent

to that use of the information. Paragraph 13 under “Procedures” seems to

suggest that reference checks may be conducted for more than one

candidate for a position. This is in contrast to everything else in the policy

which suggests that only the references of the “likely appointee” will be

checked. Finally, there should be included in the policy a destruction policy

- what happens to these reference check records after six months? These

destruction policies should be in accordance with current information

management practices of the Government of the Northwest Territories.

Elaine Keenan Bengts
Information and Privacy Commissioner


